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“Twoo muche vayne and idle chardge”: the precision of inheritance in 

the 1601 will of Bess of Hardwick  

In 1601 Bess of Hardwick, the wealthiest woman in Elizabethan England (second only 

to the Queen herself), began her final will and testament. The precision with which Bess 

bequeathed her monetary and material wealth is striking: her executors and 

beneficiaries were left little room for interpretation and no excuse for error. This article 

explores the language and rhetoric of inheritance, alongside specific bequests of money, 

jewels, property, and clothing, present in the will of Bess of Hardwick in order to 

understand the document as an autobiographical expression of personal and dynastic 

achievement, status, and ambition.  

Keywords: Bess of Hardwick; wills; precision; early modern; women’s writing; 

inheritance; life-writing; autobiography; rhetoric 

 

An account of a life 

In 1601, Elizabeth Talbot began to prepare her final will and testament. Remembered 

for posterity as “Bess of Hardwick”, she was the wealthiest woman in Elizabethan 

England (second only to the Queen herself) and grandmother of Elizabeth I’s potential 

heir, Arbella Stuart. Through her marriages, Bess (hereafter “Hardwick”) progressed 

from the daughter of impoverished gentry to the rich and powerful Countess of 

Shrewsbury: the bequests, language, and structure of her will were skillfully crafted to 

reinforce and ensure the retention of her status for future generations. 1  

Hardwick’s will gives a fascinating insight into her life and her indomitable 

character. She made her second and seemingly favorite son, William, sole executor and 

principal heir. 2  William was bequeathed the contents of both Halls at Hardwick and the 

Oldcotes estate, in sharp contrast with her eldest son, Henry, whose inheritance of the 

Chatsworth contents was revoked. Hardwick made provision in her will for her 

surviving children, grandchildren, servants, and the inhabitants of her almshouse in 
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Derby. Hardwick continued to revise her will using marginal notes and codicils for 

seven years, disinheriting both Henry and her granddaughter, Arbella, and redistributing 

her wealth as she saw fit, until her death in 1608.3 The precision with which Hardwick 

bequeathed her monetary and material wealth is striking: her executor and beneficiaries 

are left with no room to misinterpret her desires. More than a legal document, her 

testament tells the story of a life, attachments made, beliefs valued, and relationships 

both honored and dismissed. This article explores the specific bequests of money, 

jewels, property, and clothing present in Hardwick’s will in order to understand the 

document as an articulation of personal and dynastic achievement, status, and ambition.  

A study of Hardwick’s will can elucidate elite early modern women’s will-

writing and their potential for agency using the testamentary genre as a form of 

autobiographical expression. Scholars have noted the appropriation of the will as a trope 

in fictional literature from the Middle Ages onwards, but rarely have they analyzed the 

ways in which an early modern legal, non-fictional will can be literary in and of itself.4 

Recent scholarship has recognized the literary use of judicial language and legal 

institutions in early modern literature.5 I argue that through close-reading it is possible 

to identify idiosyncratic, literary techniques within individual texts whose primary 

purpose was legal.6 If we understand a testament as life-writing rather than simply as a 

legal document, it is possible to reveal that a will can be as expressive as a literary faux 

testament, such as Isabella Whitney’s satirical poetic “Wyll” (1573). By homing in on 

the testament of one, extraordinary woman, and paying particular attention to her 

testamentary precision, this article hopes to open up the existing discussion of law and 

literature to include female, non-fictional, non-canonical, early modern authors.7  
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Bess of Hardwick (1527?-1608) 

Born to John Hardwick and his wife, Elizabeth, in Hardwick, Derbyshire, Bess was one 

of four daughters and one son.8 She married her first husband, Robert Barlow, in 1543. 

He died the following year. Her second marriage was to Sir William Cavendish (1508-

1557) in 1547. Together, they had eight children. At the time Hardwick wrote her will, 

Frances (b.1548, d. after 1629), Henry (1550-1616), William (1551-1625), Charles 

(1553-1617), and Mary (1556-1632) were still living. In 1549 the couple purchased the 

Chatsworth estate and began renovating the property.9 Cavendish died eight years later. 

Before Elizabeth I ascended the throne, Hardwick married the wealthy Sir William St 

Loe (c.1520-1565?). When Elizabeth became queen, St Loe was made captain of the 

guard and Hardwick herself was given the position of gentlewoman of the queen’s privy 

chamber. Hardwick’s final marriage was to the rich and influential George Talbot, Earl 

of Shrewsbury (c.1522-1590). At the time of the Shrewsbury wedding, four of 

Hardwick’s and Talbot’s children were also wed; Gilbert Talbot (later seventh earl of 

Shrewsbury) married Mary Cavendish, and Henry Cavendish married Grace Talbot. 

During their marriage, Shrewsbury was made keeper of Mary Queen of Scots by 

Elizabeth I for sixteen years. In this time Hardwick arranged the marriage of her 

daughter, Elizabeth Cavendish, to Charles Stuart (grandson of Henry VIII’s sister, 

Margaret Douglas): their daughter, Arbella, was a potential heir to Elizabeth I’s 

crown.10 After the deaths of Charles and Elizabeth Stuart, Hardwick took control of her 

granddaughter’s upbringing.11  

In 1584 the Shrewsburys separated and, having purchased the Hardwick manor 

in 1583, Hardwick began renovating the old hall of her birth. Shortly after Shrewsbury’s 

death in 1590, Hardwick commenced her most famous building project: new Hardwick 

Hall. This masterpiece of Elizabethan architecture still dominates the Derbyshire 
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countryside today: the bold “E.S.” (for Elizabeth Shrewsbury) crowned with the 

countess’s coronet atop each tower declares Hardwick’s elite status for all to see. New 

Hardwick Hall speaks as much of her dynastic ambition and desire to leave a lasting 

monument for her heirs as her last will and testament. Hardwick died on 13 February 

1608 and was buried according to her instructions in All Hallows, Derby (now Derby 

Cathedral).   

 

Early modern women will-writers 

Officially, under the English laws of coverture, married early modern women were 

unable to write a will without the permission of their husbands.12 Despite the 

restrictions on women’s will-writing, they were evidently active participants in the 

genre, with around one fifth of the surviving wills from the mid-sixteenth to mid-

eighteenth century written by female testators.13 Furthermore, greater numbers of 

women acted as executors and administrators than were testators; in over two thirds of 

testaments, in fact.14 Clearly middle- to upper-class early modern women were familiar 

with the legal process and language of will-making and administration, and they were 

key players in this drama of death.  

The creation of a final will and testament can be understood as an act of stage-

management in which the testator directs the future of her soul, body, finances, material 

possessions, and the lasting legacy of memory within the community she leaves 

behind.15 Far from being a private document, a will had public ramifications for early 

modern testators.16 The document itself may not necessarily have been printed or 

widely circulated, but bequests could have extensive social impact through providing 

for almshouses or funding sermons, for example. Testaments also needed to be read by 
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numerous people, including at the probate court where a will had to be proved before it 

could be executed.17 In his 1613 treatise on the performance of Christian piety, Lewis 

Bayly advised his readers that, once made, they should “publish” their will “before 

witnesses” so that “it may stand in force and unalterable.”18 Making their intentions 

known guarded the testator against post-mortem opposition of their instructions. 

Hardwick herself refers to “published” wishes, revealing her understanding of the public 

drama of death and inheritance (192r).  

In the performative and public aspects of financial arrangements, wills can be 

interpreted as autobiographical documents giving insights into the lives of testators. 

Late medieval women’s wills have been identified as a genre – a type of retrospective 

life-writing – and as literary texts rather than simply as legal documents.19 This theory 

can be particularly useful in analyzing the wills of early modern women since this 

approach enables us to see the choice and agency employed at the end of life.20 The 

final will and testament is, at first glance, a restricted genre due to the legal 

requirements and formulaic structure imposed upon the authors. This does not, 

however, mean that early modern women’s wills are devoid of creativity or individual 

choice. The very word “will” suggests personal wishes and a desire for control.21 Early 

modern women’s bequests function as rhetorical devices employed to ensure that 

testators are remembered in ways they see fit. Architectural projects, jewels, household 

items, and clothing become signifiers of wealth, identity, and family status through the 

written instructions created by the authors of wills. Far from being a routine legal 

document, for Hardwick, the will also functioned as life-writing which is infused with 

personality through her phrasing as well as her precise bequests to chosen beneficiaries.  

In his consideration of the types of texts – beyond the conventional diary or 

prose autobiography – which we might class as life-writing, Adam Smyth includes 
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financial accounts, deeming them “central to a historically sensitive explanation of early 

modern life-writing.”22 A will, of course, is an intensely financial document and one 

which functions as a final act of life administration. Wills can, I argue, be grouped with 

those which Smyth’s work has lately given literary value. The humor, puns, pathos, and 

bathos which can be evident in other genres of women’s life-writing, such as letters and 

memoirs, may be absent from the legal will; however, the conflation of religious and 

financial discourse, and the use of literary devices such as metaphor and hyperbole can 

still be found in wills, including that of the indomitable Hardwick. By interpreting early 

modern women’s wills as autobiographical texts, it is possible to shine greater light on 

their lives and careers as writers as well as those as daughters, wives, and mothers.  

 

Earthly position and spiritual wealth 

Will-writing occurred in what was usually presumed by the testator to be the final stage 

in her life-course: it was an act which combined her devotional and worldly selves as 

she bequeathed her soul to God, body to the earth, and material wealth and possessions 

to her heirs. Lewis Bayly’s treatise shows that the early modern will was a complex 

combination of spiritual and financial order.  He encouraged his readers to make a will 

as part of their devotional practice, ideally while they were in good health, to prepare 

their soul for death (811). He notes the importance of consulting “religious Diuines” as 

well as “honest Lawyers” when drawing up one’s will, thereby disclosing the inherent 

combination of piety, law and finance in contemporary will-making (810). Neither the 

lawyer nor the cleric is given precedence in the provision of their advice in Bayly’s text, 

implying that devotion and law had equal importance in seventeenth-century testaments.  
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With acute precision, in the opening lines of her testament (1601) Hardwick 

combines the earthly with the spiritual as she makes deferential acknowledgment of 

both God and Queen Elizabeth I:  

In the name of God Amen the seaven and twentieth day of Aprill in the three and fortith 

yeere of the happie Raigne of oure most gracious Soueraigne Ladye Elizabeth by the 

grace of god Quene of England France and Ireland Defender of the faithe and in the 

yere of oure Lorde god one thowsande sixe hundred and one. (188r) 

Of course, as monarch, Elizabeth I was Head of the Church of England and so she was 

the embodied combination of worldly and spiritual life at the time Hardwick was 

writing. Hardwick uses appropriate diction to pay respect to the Queen – “gracious”, 

“happie” – while hinting at her desire to align herself with Elizabeth as, following this, 

Hardwick asserts her own worldly status: “I Elizabeth Countese of Shrewsburye lately 

wife of George late Earle of Shrewsburye” (188r). Nobody reading, or hearing this will 

read, could be left in any doubt of Hardwick’s elite position. Despite the opening of her 

testament rooting her in this life and proclaiming her social rank, Hardwick declares that 

she writes for pious as well as financial reasons. In a continuation of the medieval desire 

for a spiritually “good death”, Hardwick states that the “tyme of Deathe ys most 

vncerteyn” – juxtaposing the accurate dating of her will – and so it is the duty of “euery 

christian whilst healthe and memorye best serve so to dispose of suche goodes and 

thinges as god hath lent them” (188r). Hardwick reveals her understanding that all 

worldly belongings are temporal and created by God, a widespread contemporary 

belief.23 Vincent Gillespie has noted the medieval concern with the “Three Sorrowful 

Things” that “haunt human consciousness: the inevitability of death, the uncertainty of 

its time, and the unknowability of the soul’s fate after death.”24 Gillespie writes in 

reference to the lyric genre, but the creation of a testament in any period must in its very 

nature be informed by these concerns, and Hardwick’s is no exception. She writes in 
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preparation for inevitable death which will occur at an unknown point in her future. Her 

choice of vocabulary locates her precisely within this thinking while attempting to exert 

a degree of control over such uncertainty.25   

For both early modern men and women, their chosen burial place spoke of 

personal and familial identity. After conventionally bequeathing her soul to God, 

Hardwick instructs that her body is to be buried in “All Hallowes churche at Derbye 

[…] where yt is appoynted and Determyned that my Tombe and monument shal be 

errected and builte which at this present ys finished and wanteth nothing but setting vp” 

(188r). Her choice of eternal resting place in All Hallows, Derby, is particularly 

interesting and somewhat unusual for an early modern woman, since none of her four 

husbands nor family appear to have been buried there.26 Hardwick’s chosen burial site 

indicates her identification with the county of her birth. Indeed, remembered by 

posterity as “Bess of Hardwick”, her natal home and name define her far more 

enduringly than the names of her husbands and their properties. Perhaps she chose to be 

buried in the county town owing to the extensive land and property she owned in 

Derbyshire: Chatsworth, the two Hardwick halls, and the Oldcotes estate were all within 

the county.27 Hardwick’s choice not to be buried with the men whose names denoted 

her person in life hints at her perception of herself as the true creator of the dynastic 

power that she wielded in her contemporary Derbyshire, and that it was for her 

achievements that she wished to be remembered.  

Monuments as well as wills left legacies of their “authors”. Monument design 

represented a similar understanding of identity and position as burial place. Family 

identity was far more complicated for women than for men who continued to be 

members of their natal family for the duration of their lives, while women accumulated 

family names, rank and associations with every marriage.28 Hardwick’s will informs us 
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that she oversaw the design and construction of her own memorial, thereby 

guaranteeing that she was commemorated in precisely the manner she desired (188r). 

Her choice of burial place and the design of her own monument are in keeping with the 

triumphal declaration of status seen in the “E.S.” adorning the towers of new Hardwick 

Hall. The decision of “S” for “Shrewsbury” rather than “T” for “Talbot”, or even “H” 

for “Hardwick”, proclaims her status as Countess of Shrewsbury, not as George 

Talbot’s wife or John Hardwick’s daughter. The distinction speaks volumes: Hardwick 

endeavored to be remembered for her highest social rank, not for her marriage or 

descent. The architecture of new Hardwick Hall is inscribed in the same way as her text 

to signify her personal choice, authority, and power for posterity. Her architectural and 

linguistic options were, of course, enabled through significant financial means. The 

direct instructions within her text combine monetary expenditure with words to create a 

powerful and lasting autobiographical statement in stone and in ink.  

Continuing her connection with Derby, Hardwick bequeaths “one mourning 

gown” to “euery of the poore of my Almeshouse of my foundation at Derbye” along 

with “twentie shillinges a peece” which is “to be payed them the day of my funeral” 

(188v). Hardwick’s foundation of an almshouse aligns her with Lady Anne Clifford 

(1590-1676), the great northern landowner of Cumbria and Yorkshire who also funded 

almshouses.29 A popular practice among Tudor testators “with funds”, Hardwick’s 

establishment and provision for her almshouse was not unusual, but the assertion of her 

presence and importance within the local area which is communicated through her 

exacting instructions is worthy of note.30 The creation of almshouses was intended to 

display Christian virtue alongside the status of the founder while ensuring that their 

name was remembered after death.31 By setting up almshouses, Hardwick and Clifford 

invested in a charitable display of their importance within their local and county-wide 
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communities. Hardwick is careful to specify the exact monetary amount that the 

inhabitants are to receive as well as the payment date, revealing the posthumous control 

of her financial estate that she wished to exert. Her articulation of identity does not, at 

any point, overtake the financial aim of her will. Rather, the two aspects work in tandem 

to strengthen the voice of Hardwick that speaks through her testamentary writing.  

Using conventions of the legal genre, Hardwick moderates and juxtaposes the 

assertion of her elite rank with the pious belief that her wealth and status are thanks to 

the grace of God. She is ostensibly concerned about accusations that her funeral be too 

ostentatious, as revealed in the direction from which the title of this article is taken: that 

it is “not ouer sumptuous” or “perfourmed with twoo muche vayne and idle chardge” 

(188r). Hardwick’s Christian virtue could be called into question should she be 

suspected of committing the sin of pride. Instead, she requires “only” that her funeral is 

“accomplished in decent and convenient order fit for that estate and Degree wherunto yt 

hath pleased my most mercifull god to preferre me” (188r). To do this, Hardwick 

specifies a “twoe thowsand poundes” budget (188r). She may have been keen not to 

waste money on vain or idle things, but the funeral needed to reflect her estate as 

Countess of Shrewsbury, and she sets aside a vast sum for this purpose. Her son and 

executor, William Cavendish, did in fact spend over and above the £2,000 limit set by 

his mother. 32 Her “not ouer sumptuous” memorial service exceeded the cost of the 

funerals of both Lord Burghley and the Earl of Leicester, boldly displaying her elite 

status and extraordinary wealth.33 Similar phrasing dismissing extravagant funerals is 

present in a number of pre- and post-Reformation aristocratic women’s wills, and, like 

Hardwick, despite their claims of modesty, they too left substantial funds for the 

purpose.34 Hardwick’s phrasing of “twoo muche vayne and idle chardge” rings loudly 

with the moralizing tone of a society paradoxically concerned with appearing modest 
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whilst simultaneously declaring social advantage. Her words exemplify the typical 

manipulation of language present in her testament. Judging by Hardwick’s ambitious 

building projects and the extensive inventory that accompanies her will, she was not one 

to downplay her own importance. Rather, her words are likely to have been formulaic, 

perhaps even fashionable when we consider similar sentiments being found in the wills 

of her peers, and a linguistic device employed to meet social expectations, as opposed to 

a real desire to be buried without a fuss.  

Further following the conventions of will-writing, Hardwick combines her 

specific budget with a precise time scale that her funeral is “to be finished within three 

monthes next after my decease” (188r).35 Perhaps this use of a time-limit was a business 

practice with which Hardwick was familiar in her architectural projects, or it could 

simply be an attempt to exert control over executors to ensure her wishes were carried 

out in a timely manner. Either way, such precision is emblematic of her written style. 

Joel T. Rosenthal suggests that a will is “a document of spiritual power” in which the 

“wishes of the dead loom large over the living” to “become a form of posthumous social 

control.”36 A close reading of Hardwick’s will reveals that this social control was a vital 

part of her testament, but also, by implication, her life.  

 

A currency of memory 

Bequests, and the language used to detail them, tell the story of a testator’s relationship 

with her beneficiaries. As with her instructions for her funeral and burial, Hardwick is 

exact in bequests to her chosen heirs. Despite having a relatively large network of 

biological children and grandchildren to whom to leave property, possessions, and 

money, Hardwick also took care to recognize her extended family. For example, she 

bequeaths  
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fyve poundes in money […] yerelie to my daughter Anne Baynton during her husbands 

life and hers for and towards her mayntenence only & yf she ouerliue her sayed 

husband Then I will that yerelie payment to cease and my sayed executor to paye to her 

fiftie poundes in money […] to be by her disposed at her best liking. (189r) 

Anne was Hardwick’s step-daughter, the daughter of her second husband, William 

Cavendish, and his first wife.37 Hardwick’s legacy of £5 a year specifically for Anne’s 

“mayntenence only” (my italics) suggests a wish to provide Anne with a separate 

financial estate to that controlled by her husband.38 In comparison with other bequests 

in Hardwick’s will, £5 is not a significant amount. However, this gift to Anne implies a 

genuine affection between the two women rather than fulfilling a biological obligation 

to provide for a child. We must remember that Hardwick disinherited her son, Henry, 

and granddaughter, Arbella: she would not bequeath money to someone of whom she 

did not approve, regardless of familial connection (189r; 188v). Hardwick’s vocabulary 

makes it clear that the money is intended solely for Anne and not her husband, and so it 

may be enough to provide her with some financial freedom. If Anne’s husband is to die, 

the annuity is to stop and be replaced by a single payment of £50 “to be disposed of at 

her best liking.” This is unusual in Hardwick’s will: inheritances of money are usually 

followed by definite instructions on how to spend them (see below). This indicates that 

she gives the money to Anne with a true generosity and desire that it provides some 

enjoyment – “liking” – whilst implying that Hardwick trusts Anne to spend it wisely. 

Perhaps Hardwick feared the jointure or marriage settlement agreed upon would not 

provide for Anne in the event of her widowhood, or perhaps she simply did not trust Sir 

Henry to allow Anne to retain the full £50. Whatever the reason, Hardwick’s will is 

precise that this bequest is to Anne alone.  

Hardwick writes and performs a rhetorical strategy to reinforce networks of 

kinship, using the will to pen the story of her family and to create a currency of memory 
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through bequests reserved for the purchase of mourning jewelry. She leaves 100 angels 

to her daughter-in-law and stepdaughter, Grace, “to buy her a Rynge to weare for me” 

(188v). Similarly, her grandson, Robert, and her granddaughter, Elizabeth, are to receive 

£30 and £20 respectively to purchase rings (189r). While mourning rings where 

fashionable amongst Tudor women, Hardwick’s direct instructions on how her 

beneficiaries are to spend their legacies demonstrate her desire to exert a post-mortem 

control over finances, heirs, and the way in which she will be remembered.39  

Hardwick singles out material objects for chosen heirs to indicate their rank as 

well as her own social status and family dynasty. To do this, she adopts the style found 

in the extensive and detailed inventory of the contents of her properties at Chatsworth 

and Hardwick that is appended to her will. Filled with extravagant material objects, this 

inventory displays her immense wealth while also accounting for all her property. Her 

original gifts to her granddaughter, Arbella, the potential successor of Elizabeth I, are 

just one example of her implementation of this technique: 

I giue vnto my very loving grandchild Arbella Stewart my christall glasse trymmed with 

siluer and guilte and sett with lapis Lazarus and aggets and one Sable the head beyng of 

gould sett wt stone and a white ermyn Sable the head likewise of gould  ennamiled and 

set with Stone and all my pearle and jewells which I shall haue at the tyme of my deathe 

except suche as shalbe otherwise bequeathed by this my last will. (188v) 

These obviously extravagant and expensive items left to Arbella reflect her royal blood 

and status as potential future queen; ermine is the fur worn by English royalty. Sables 

were furs worn around the neck to keep warm, but these were more than practical items. 

Sumptuary laws outlined that the wearing of sable fur was reserved for only the highest 

ranking of English subjects, including countesses, duchesses and marchionesses.40 The 

ornamental gold heads of Hardwick’s sables, set with precious stones, would further 

increase their monetary value in an ostentatious display of wealth and social rank. The 
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fact that Hardwick takes care to distinguish these items from the remaining “pearle and 

jewells” implies her appreciation of their value and her specific ambition that Arbella 

should inherit them as the woman poised to raise Hardwick’s bloodline to even greater 

heights. On top of these material goods Hardwick leaves Arbella an impressive £1,000 

in cash (188v).41 Hardwick’s legacy of £50 to her stepdaughter, Anne, pales in 

comparison. This combination of bequests would leave Arbella with a significant 

fortune, and at the time of writing, Hardwick would hope that Arbella would inherit far 

more from Elizabeth I.  

Hardwick’s will functioned as a working document from its initial creation in 

1601 for the remainder of her life – a process of revision akin to the drafting and re-

drafting of creative, literary writings. For Hardwick, the “final” will and testament was 

not truly final until the moment of death occurred. Her use of language to do this creates 

a family narrative that can be read in conjunction with bequests. Following politically 

dangerous attempts by Arbella to flee from her grandmother’s care and defy the Royal 

Marriage Act in a clandestine marriage to Edward Seymour (1602), Hardwick’s later 

marginal annotations disinherit Arbella, reading, “All and euery the bey conteyned in 

thys my last will and giuen to my grandchilde Arbella Stewart I haue revoked vnder my 

hand and Seale” (188v), and this is confirmed by the codicil dated 20 March 1602 

(192r).42 The difference between the fondness expressed in the bequest to Arbella – her 

very “loving grandchild” – and the abrupt tone revoking her legacy is striking. The short 

and business-like revocation of Arbella’s inheritance could convey an anger and 

disappointment more searing than an outpouring of words. Hardwick remains aloof and 

professional within the legal genre to ensure that her wishes are not challenged on the 

grounds of irrationality or excessive emotion: business and legal acumen prevail in her 

direct written style. Michelle M. Dowd argues that “rightful succession is fundamentally 
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a narrative construct”, claiming it is “as much fiction as fact, as much story as 

certainty,”43 In the employment and exclusion of affectionate language, Hardwick 

invests in the construction of the “narrative” of her family life, through which she 

asserts first the “rightful succession”, and then the “rightful” disinheriting of her 

granddaughter, manipulating the genre of the will to tell the “story” of their broken 

bond. Much as the omissions of an autobiography can be as telling as its inclusions, so 

Hardwick’s will tells the tale of her relationship with Arbella through her silence.  

As well as using her will to punish her disobedient descendants, Hardwick uses 

it to perform and publish forgiveness. She writes that although she has suffered 

“unkyndnes” from her daughter, Mary, and son-in-law, Gilbert Talbot, she chooses to 

“remitt all wronges and Injureyes which they haue done against me and do praye god to 

blesse them” (191v).44 Hardwick’s testament discloses the potential for wills to build 

bridges between conflicting family members through recording the resolution of 

quarrels, which is cemented in textual evidence as well as through the bestowing of 

inheritance. In manipulating the legal genre to exemplify her Christian virtue in 

executing forgiveness, Hardwick illustrates the potential for the adaptation of the 

testamentary form as a vehicle for documenting family politics in an autobiographical 

style. 

 It is not only in language that we can “read” the story of familial and dynastic 

bonds. Hardwick, like so many testators, uses bequests of material culture as a 

rhetorical tool to signify, and indeed proclaim, her bloodline’s elite status.45 To Frances 

Cavendish, her eldest daughter, Hardwick leaves “my greate booke of gould sett with 

stones, with her fathers Picture and my picture drawne in yt” (188v). As well as being a 

commodity of high monetary value, the portrait book is of high hereditary value in that 

it contains images of Frances’s parents. Arguably, it is an item that could aid Frances’s 
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understanding of her identity. At the time Hardwick wrote her will, Frances was married 

to Henry Pierrepoint and so, in the eyes of contemporary society, her identity would 

have been subsumed into that of her husband’s family. Hardwick’s decision to be buried 

in Derby, along with her architectural projects of the old and new Hardwick Halls, 

clearly demonstrate her lineage building: perhaps the bequest to Frances is to encourage 

her to cultivate a sense of dynastic identity. Significantly, Hardwick is precise in her 

instruction that it is Frances, her eldest child as well as eldest daughter, who is to inherit 

this heirloom: appropriating and twisting the practice of primogeniture to fit feminine 

inheritance. Primogeniture, of course, mainly concerned land and property transferred to 

the eldest male heir, and women frequently bequeathed material possessions (sometimes 

referred to as moveable items) to their female heirs, but Hardwick singles out this 

special item specifically for her eldest daughter in such a way that speaks of a hierarchy 

of her female beneficiaries of material goods.46 As well as Frances, Hardwick’s 

daughter Mary was still alive in 1601, however, we have already seen evidence of the 

tensions that existed between Mary and her mother, so perhaps there was more than a 

hierarchy of age at work in Hardwick’s bequest to Frances. Hardwick may have favored 

Frances over Mary in the same way that she gave William preference over his brothers. 

Nevertheless, Hardwick’s bequest of the portrait book marks the continuation of her 

bloodline through her female descendants in much the same way that her sons’ 

inheritance of her land and property signify its continuation through the male line.47  

Hardwick’s portrait book can, like the Books of Hours that medieval women 

often left to their daughters, be interpreted as an alternative “text” of family history. 

Books of Hours occasionally recorded intimate family details, such as deaths, like those 

of Alice Bolton and her husband found written in the Bolton Hours.48 Some medieval 

Books of Hours contained images of their patrons or owners within the illuminations, 
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including portraits and heraldic arms, and, as these books were passed down to 

daughters and granddaughters, they became invested with the story of family identity.49 

Commissioned by Sir William Cavendish to commemorate their marriage, it is possible 

that Hardwick’s bequest of the diptych is an evolution of the medieval use of a Book of 

Hours to cultivate female family history.50 She takes ownership of the artwork, 

inscribing and investing it with meaning as she passes it on to their daughter. Anne 

Clifford’s famous triptych, The Great Picture (1646), proclaimed her natal identity, 

wealth, and learning, and established a dynasty for herself and her two daughters.51 In 

response to regaining the Dacre titles for her son, Mary Neville, Lady Dacre 

commissioned a portrait in 1558 to assert their elite status.52 It is possible that 

Hardwick’s portrait-book was intended to work in a similar way for Frances. The use of 

such heirlooms – reading or simply gazing upon them – would recall the memory of 

previous owners as well as those depicted in the artwork and place the new owner 

within the family narrative. The written will and identification of these inanimate 

objects instills them with human emotion, giving them a narrative power to tell family 

history.53 Hardwick secures a post-mortem energy and presence in the world of the 

living through the testamentary recording of her material bequests. Not only are the 

nuances of women’s language, rhetoric, and writing style evident in the somewhat 

constrictive genre of the last will and testament, but so are the nuances of bequests.  

 

The seal of approval 

In order to protect her legacies from interference after her death, Hardwick strongly 

emphasizes the legality of her will, meticulously ensuring that it cannot be questioned 

by utilizing the language of law. She writes: 
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in witnesse that this present writing Indented is my true and only last will and 

testament, I do hereby revoke renounce and vtterlie disavowe all other willes and 

testaments by me at any tyme heretofore made or published and all other words and 

wrytinges […] preferred to be my last will v[n]lesse the same shalbe by my owne hande 

[…] sealed and subscribed and by me openlie published and Declared to be my last will 

with revocation of all former willes in the presence of fower or more lawfull witnesse 

present […] I here openlie and very advisedlye seale this writing […] with the Seale of 

my Armes and subscribe the same with my owne hande and openlie in all suretie 

publishe and declare this onlie to be my last will and testament (192r) 

Hardwick’s choice of vocabulary – to “revoke renounce and vtterlie disavowe” all 

previous wills – is strikingly powerful: this is a woman who knows what she wants, and 

she is determined that no one should be able to challenge the legality of her wishes. The 

same care is evident in the phrasing of the marginal annotations that alter her will 

(188v). Hardwick’s phrasing reveals her concern over fraudulent documents. Her record 

that it is indented, witnessed, sealed, and signed to protect it from false accusations of 

fraud and to distinguish it from any potential imitations. This is not unusual, but the 

authoritative use of repetition of terms such as “last”, “true”, and “only” implies that 

Hardwick is particularly anxious of potential cracks in her testamentary armor. 

Repetition increases the rhetorical strength of her written voice. Hardwick’s determined 

and forthright personality speaks through her writing.  

The reference to a “published” will implies that not only was the testament 

intended to influence people after her death, but in the present, perhaps binding 

beneficiaries in gratitude but also – in terms of Henry and Arbella – to publicly punish 

them for disobedience. Might Hardwick’s will have been a tool of social control before 

as well as after death? Her overt reference to her forgiveness of Mary and Gilbert Talbot 
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(discussed above) evidenced that Henry and Arbella could hope to regain their position 

as heirs if they worked to rebuild their relationships and showed sufficient remorse.  

Hardwick capitalizes on legal discourse and phrasing in a display of personal 

fiscal acumen. This new will is made known in “suretie”, itself a legal term denoting a 

guarantee, as Hardwick declares ownership and responsibility for the document and the 

financial transactions contained within it which will be set in motion by her death. Her 

statement contains all the required legal tools to invalidate previous or fraudulent wills, 

but with added force thanks to the vocabulary, syntax, and rhetorical structure of her 

writing. As in the rest of her will, the manner of this final statement invests extra 

strength in the precise wishes contained in the document that it protects.  By openly 

applying her seal to the document, Hardwick quite literally stamps her seal of approval 

on the self-written image that it portrays.  

 

Conclusion 

Bess of Hardwick’s will is far more than a legal document: it is also an 

autobiographical, literary text providing a glimpse of her life and personality while 

reinforcing lineage for her surviving bloodline. Hardwick’s testament demonstrates the 

struggles of family politics as well as her intense desire to exert control over her kin and 

the way in which her material legacies and memory survived her. By paying close 

attention to linguistic choice, it is possible to identify nuances of expression which 

reveal affection and emotions which may not otherwise be conveyed in the formal, legal 

genre. Hardwick’s precise detailing of the objects and sums of money she wished to 

bequeath, along with time scales for her executors to conform to, compose a striking 

picture of her intelligent worldly planning. Hardwick Hall, with its towering height, 
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excessive use of glass, and unmistakable declaration of ownership with the stone initials 

of “E.S.” proclaims her success in creating a lasting memorial to herself, and of her 

financial and social achievements. While her granddaughter Arbella did not become 

queen, Hardwick’s legacy has endured, in part thanks to her exacting testamentary 

control to safeguard her accomplishments. She may not have wanted “twoo muche 

vayne and idle chardge” in the performance of her funeral, but Hardwick certainly 

ensured that her bequests were not in “vain” and took “chardge” of her posthumous 

representation through her precise testamentary form and writing style in order to create 

a powerful portrait in the written word.  
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